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i just wanted to know what are the preconditions for changing
os. i prefer to test on virtual machine. i had an issue with the
cf card reader and virtual machine and thought that it might
be the same with optical disk drive and virtual machine. i
bought a new usb optical drive as my primary drive and now i
can boot an iso file in the virtual machine. as for os what os
version i need to download to my usb flash drive so that i can
boot from it with no issues? ive been using esx server 4.0 for
years. it is still the only enterprise solution i know of. how
ever im interested in hyper v. i saw that they have the option
of rolling back updates. how can i roll back an update. the
only documentation i have found is about the rdp service.
which i run on hyperv(i use a rdp client to remote log into the
server). hi, im running windows 10. i wanted to run ubuntu
16.04 on one drive, and another drive being used as my main
os drive. (physical drive) i made the empty drive as a second
physical drive. so that when i plug that drive in, i have two
drives, one being a windows 10 drive and the other being
used as storage. how do i go about that? i have ubuntu 16.04
and windows 10 on one pc. i want to add mac os into it and
use the windows 10 for gaming and ubuntu for when i’m not
playing games and want to use my external gpu. the problem
i have is that my audio card is hdmi and i don’t know if it will
work if i add it. i bought an adapter for it, but i have two
different types, a blue and a gold. so which one do i get? hi
there, i have an hp microserver gen10 running ubuntu 18.04
lts, in which i have the latest version of the hyper v server
installed. i do not use it directly. i have a windows 10 box that
i can remote into, and am wondering if it’s possible to
remotely connect to that server, or access the command line
of the server via a flash drive or other usb storage devices. i
am wondering if that is possible, or do i need to connect via
vnc or something?
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windows server 2008 and 2008 r2 are the only operating
systems that can run hyper-v. however, you can use the free
virtual machine manager (vmm) included with windows 10 to
create a virtual machine with hyper-v. if youre using windows

7, you can still use the free vmm, but you will have to
download the windows 10 version of the vmm. installing an os
on a vm using windows 10s built-in hyper-v is easy as doing it
in other vm programs like virtualbox or vmware. the beautiful

thing about this is, you dont need to install the third-party
software first, and as i mentioned earlier, its also free.

additionally, being a native app in the os i believe provides
performance enhancements as well as other features not
available in the third-party solutions. is there any special

options to having windows hyperv do the virtual managing.im
setting up a drive in virtual box and my only grump is i neez a
way to get it to start on boot since this is hopefully my work
around to having a htpc through windows 10 with windows

media center on windows 7. hey, i want to know if i can create
a partition on my external hard drive to install windows 8 as a
virtual machine in hyper-v on windows 7? what would be the

best way to do it? i have a usb cable with a micro-usb for
power supply and a usb for data. i am trying to install

windows 10 in a virtual machine using hyper-v on a windows
7. i installed it perfectly on my virtual machine and tried to

boot it with the dvd drive on my dvd drive but it didnt load the
dvd. when i boot the os, it shows me the loading screen and

then load windows 10, but it doesnt show me the menu or any
options to install the os. i want to install win 10 in a virtual

machine. 5ec8ef588b
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